
Date: 4 December 2014 

Attendance: Jovin, Yihao, Jeanne, Boyang 

Agenda: 

1. Clarification on project scope  

Additional features to be added in:  

i. development of database (PostGIS) 

ii. web crawler to gather asking price from various property websites (optional, most probably not) 

Note: Due to the need to scope our project more tightly, it is optional. If implemented, web crawling 

should be done periodically in order to retrieve the most updated asking price.  

Focus of application: 

i. if public use: have to reduce the project scope that we have promised URA  

ii. if URA/property group only: remove web crawling to gather asking price (this would be the 

main/primary/priority focus of our project – URA’s internal use before they expose to public) 

iii. if both public and URA/property group: ideal case but URA does not have the actual transacted price, 

only BCA has it. 

Clarification on deployment: 

Hosting on cloud does not mean deployment, and this does not fulfill the FYP requirement. Deployment refers 

to deploying the application into URA’s internal environment for stakeholders to test and use the application 

internally. In our scenario, we should work with URA IT team to initially deploy our application on URA’s test 

servers for their evaluation, before they make any decision to move on to the next level (other servers or even 

exposing to public usage). However, we do recognize that deployment involves security, administrative and 

compliance issues and it has to be thoroughly tested and configured before it becomes a full-fledged 

implementation. Therefore, we need to communicate with URA’s IT team to determine to what extent they 

wish to deploy our application.   

*KIV! Or do we need to consider this issue? 

 

2. Assignment of tasks 

Date Task Assignment 

4 Dec – 21 Dec Research on Postgis and Googlebot Boyang 

Research on Integration of crosslet and map visualization Jovin, Yihao 

22 Dec – 4 Jan Develop database connection Boyang 

Develop map visualization - chloropleth Jovin 

Develop crosslet Yihao 

23 Dec – 4 Jan Develop test cases Jeanne 

5 Jan – 8 Jan 
Integration of various frontend components Yihao 

Integration between frontend and backend database Boyang 

9 Jan – 12 Jan Testing of application within the team, refine test cases Jeanne, Jovin 

13 Jan Buffer Day  

14 – 15 Jan Meetings Team 

 



3. Arrange a meeting with URA and supervisor between 12 - 16 January 2015  

*to be updated upon finalization of meeting dates 

Meeting with Agenda 

URA i. Update on our improved version of prototype 
ii. Conduct testing with the property group and gather feedback on the user experience 

iii. Revise project scope or functionalities, if any 

Supervisor i. Update on improved version of prototype and review on meeting with the sponsor 
ii. Gather opinions from supervisor on our progress and revise project scope 

Internal i. Finalise decision on adding web crawler as a module. 

4. Team’s availability for Y3S1: 

 

Created by: Jeanne   

Vetted by: Boyang 


